This chapter for a book on the regulation of primary securities markets investigates the persistence of the fixed price offering in the United States. Fixed price offerings present a puzzle because economic theory suggests that sellers would maximize returns by offering IPO shares for sale at different prices depending upon characteristics of the buyer or the buyer's order. Contrary to this expectation, however, American companies uniformly sell IPO shares at a single fixed offering price. Moreover, this is true regardless of whether the shares are sold through the traditional book-building process or at auction. This phenomenon is not a function of the legal or regulatory structure governing public offerings in the United States, which neither mandates fixed price offerings nor bars price discrimination in IPOs. Instead, it appears to be a result of the market power of underwriters. A close examination of the offering process reveals a form of implicit price discrimination in which underwriters clearly engage-that is, the selective allocation of shares with resale restrictions. The chapter argues that underwriters favor implicit price discrimination over explicit price discrimination because the benefits of implicit price discrimination redound to the underwriter while explicit price discrimination would benefit issuers and eliminate an important (but hidden) component of underwriter compensation.
Introduction
It is common to celebrate the breadth and liquidity of U.S. capital markets. For example, in a speech at the London School of Economics, William Donaldson, former Chairman of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, noted that half of all the world's equity trades in the United States and that non-U.S. investors have approximately $4.5 trillion under investment in U.S. stock markets.
1 Nevertheless, many aspects of these markets are poorly understood. The IPO market, in particular, is a rich source of mystery.
2 Why, for example, are IPO shares frequently offered at a large discount from the price at which they will immediately trade in the secondary market?
3 And why do investors continue to subscribe to IPOs in spite of the fact that IPO shares appear to perform worse than the shares of comparable companies over the long term? 4 A puzzle that is less often remarked upon is the fact that companies go public at a single offering price instead of several. American companies uniformly sell IPO shares at a single fixed offering price rather than at different prices depending, for example, on the number of shares purchased or the identity of the purchaser. Moreover, this is true regardless of whether the shares are sold through the traditional book-building process or through an auction. Google, for instance, sold its IPO shares at $85 regardless of whether the buyer was an individual or an institution, or a purchaser of 100 or 100,000 shares.
The persistence of the fixed price offering is a puzzle because economic theory posits that sellers may often maximize returns by offering the same commodity for sale at different prices depending upon characteristics of the buyer or the buyer's order. As described in greater detail below, this is the practice of price discrimination, and it enables the producer to capture consumers' surplus-that is, the marginal gains reaped by consumers when they are able to purchase a commodity at less than their reservation value. Yet price discrimination does not seem to occur in IPOs because all shares are sold at a single, fixed price. Why would this be if issuers, like other producers, can maximize returns through price discrimination?
IPO researchers often assume that fixed price offerings are required by law. 5 This assumption, however, is incorrect. As will be described below, the legal and regulatory structure governing public offerings in the United States neither mandates fixed price offerings nor bars price discrimination in IPOs. Given the potential value of price discrimination to issuers and the lack of a legal prohibition against it, what explains the persistence of the single, fixed offering price?
This chapter explores the puzzle of the fixed price offering. It begins by explaining price discrimination and consumers' surplus, then describing how price discrimination could be used to maximize offering proceeds. The chapter then contrasts this theoretical model with the actual operation of public offerings in the United States and analyzes the legal and regulatory structure governing IPO pricing. Next, the chapter argues that in spite of the fact that IPO shares are sold at a single fixed price, a form of implicit price discrimination may take place through the selective inclusion of resale restrictions and the preferential allocation of underpriced shares. The chapter ultimately explains the presence of implicit price discrimination and absence of explicit price discrimination by reference to differences in bargaining power between the underwriter and the issuer.
I. Price Discrimination
Imagine an investor facing the decision of whether or not to buy shares in an IPO. The company that is going public has a wide analyst following and is expected to perform well as soon as it begins trading. Assume that after taking all of this into account, the investor would be willing to pay up to $50 per share to buy the company's stock. Now assume the company goes public at $30 per share. The investor, it seems, has received a bargain, paying $20 less per share than he or she would have been willing to pay. The effective savings of $20 per share is the consumers' surplus in the offering. 6 IPO underpricing may be a form of consumers' surplus. The average "underpricing discount" in U.S. offerings has hovered around 19%, but underpricing margins fluctuate widely in different markets. In the 1960s, underpricing averaged 21%, then fell to 12% in the 1970s, rising to 16% in the 1980s, then to 21% in the 1990s, finally jumping to 40% in the four years since 2000. 7 This consistent disparity between the price at which shares are sold in the IPO and the market price at which they 5 Alexander Ljungqvist and William Wilhelm, for example, two of the most prominent financial economists working in the area, recently wrote "Explicit price discrimination in the sale of IPOs is prohibited in the U.S. as well as in most other jurisdictions. " subsequently trade seems to represent a bargain for the IPO investor and, equally, a foregone opportunity for the issuer. 8 Any time buyers on the whole place a total value on some commodity that is greater than the amount they are forced to pay to purchase the commodity, the result, as represented in figure 1, is consumers' surplus.
Figure 1. Consumers' Surplus
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Because a single price cannot reflect the value that all buyers place on a good, fixed price sales commonly result in consumers' surplus.
There is some controversy in applying the concept of consumers' surplus to securities markets since, under some theories of securities pricing, demand curves are presumed to be flat. 9 Because sophisticated investors with large amounts of capital dominate securities markets, stock prices tend to reflect their estimates of value, which are based on the risk-and-return blend offered by the security. Accordingly, if these sophisticated investors believe a security is overpriced given the blend of risk and return it offers, they will not buy a single share, but will instead substitute an appropriately priced security providing the same blend of risk and return. Similarly, they will continue to buy underpriced securities until the price appropriately reflects the risk-return blend. According to this account, the demand curve for stocks thus is flat and matches the 8 Economists have referred to underpricing margins as "money left on the market price. Above the line, no securities will be sold, below the line, a theoretically infinite number of sales will occur.
The hypothesis that stocks have a flat demand curve is currently a contested one in finance. 10 If a significant number of investors do not think of shares of similar firms as perfect substitutes, then the price of a firm's securities may reflect the ungrounded estimates of optimists and pessimists. 11 The flat demand hypothesis is particularly suspect in hot markets for new issues, where investors seem to play favorites for reasons other than risk and return. A new issue may have little or no earnings history and a very short record of the kind of accounting measures that enable investors to estimate the riskreturn blend. With a paucity of reliable information, the professionals' estimates may come to resemble the amateurs' more intuitive appraisals. Furthermore, even if professionals do suspect that amateurs' sentiments have inflated the value of IPO securities, they may be unable to correct the mispricing through arbitrage due to the inability to find shares to sell short. 12 As a result, if securities ever do have a downward sloping demand curve, it would seem that IPO stocks are the most likely candidates, leading to the creation of consumers' surplus in the new issues market.
Sellers can capture consumer surplus by engaging in price discrimination. When different buyers would pay different prices for the same commodity or when the same buyer would pay different prices for various amounts of the same commodity, the seller can maximize returns by selling the commodity at different prices depending upon either the identity of the buyer or the quantity purchased. The seller's total return is greater under price discrimination than it would be under a single fixed price because, as represented in figure 2, there is less total margin between price and demand. 
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Two features are necessary for successful price discrimination. 13 First, in order to charge different buyers different prices, sellers must be able to distinguish between them, keeping track of the value different buyers place on the commodity. Second, in order to charge different prices for different amounts purchased, the seller must be able to prevent resale transactions where low-price buyers sell to high-price buyers, thus eliminating through arbitrage the ability of the seller to charge different prices for different order sizes.
Each of these features is present in the IPO market. First, sellers can differentiate among buyers when they take orders. Regardless of whether the offering is made in the form of an auction or a more traditional book building exercise, the party taking the order can learn the identity of the prospective purchaser, determining for example, whether the buyer is an individual or an institution, a new entrant into the market or a repeat player, and so on. Second, when selling to the buyer, the seller can force the buyer to agree to restrictions on its ability to resell the securities, thereby preventing the buyer from engaging in the forms of arbitrage that would undo the ability of the seller to engage in price discrimination. Resale restrictions that prevent buyers from selling for a specified period after the IPO, so-called "anti-flipping restrictions," are in fact a common aspect of IPO allocations.
14 Price discrimination could thus be accomplished in IPOs. In taking orders, the seller could sell to high volume buyers (institutional investors) at one set of prices and to low volume buyers (individuals) at another. Because of their greater bargaining power, the price paid by institutions would likely be lower than the price paid by individuals. Nevertheless, this discount should be recouped through the premiums individuals have been willing to pay for an IPO allocation. In this way, sellers could capture the consumers' surplus currently enjoyed by those individual investors lucky enough to receive an IPO allocation.
Taking consumers' surplus from individual investors may seem to raise distributive concerns. Is it fair to take the marginal gains enjoyed by individual consumers and redistribute them to the seller? In the IPO context, however, these distributional consequences are much less problematic than in ordinary consumer contexts. First, a central goal of the offering system is to promote efficiency by enabling corporations to maximize the amount of capital they can raise in public offerings. Price discrimination would thus improve primary market efficiency by increasing the benefits of the offering to sellers. Second, insofar as this benefit comes at the expense of smaller individual investors, a class most policy-makers are concerned with protecting, it should also be remembered that most investors, especially low net worth individuals, participate in securities markets generally and IPOs in particular through institutional investment funds and not, in fact, as individual investors. Institutional investors are no worse off and may in fact be better off by a system that engages in price discrimination. As a result, individuals are in fact indirect beneficiaries of price discrimination and thus share in the benefits of any mechanism that improves the efficiency of the primary markets.
In spite of these benefits, U.S. companies do not in fact engage in price discrimination when they sell their shares into the public markets. Why not?
II. The Public Offering
The reality of the public offering in the United States does not match the theory of price discrimination. Before we can understand why, we must understand how the offering process works. This section reviews the mechanics of the offering process, discusses the legal and regulatory structure that undergirds that process, and seeks to put the system into historical context.
A. The Offering Process
Public offerings of securities in the United States involve several players with distinct roles. First, there is the "issuer," the company whose securities will be sold. Next, there is the investment bank that agrees to sell the securities for the issuer, referred to as the "underwriter." In a small offering, the underwriter may sell directly to investors, or as is more common in large offerings, the underwriter may act as a wholesaler, placing the offering with a group of retailers who sell to the investing public. The ultimate distributors may thus be either "dealers," if they purchase shares to resell to the public or "brokers" if they merely serve as transaction intermediaries.
In a firm commitment underwriting, the form of securities offering insisted upon by reputable issuers, the underwriter puts its own capital at risk by first purchasing the issuer's securities and then reselling them. 15 The investment banking firm originally retained by the issuer serves as the lead or managing underwriter and conducts all subsequent negotiations with the issuer, including the ultimate pricing of the issue. In order to spread the risk of the firm commitment underwriting, however, the lead underwriter will typically seek to involve other investment banks in the offering. This is the process of syndication.
The managing underwriter invites other banking houses to share the risk and rewards of the offering, and those that join enter into the "underwriting agreement" with the issuer, in which each commits to purchase a stated number of shares from the issuer. 16 The members of the underwriting syndicate then organize the "road show" for the offering, a series of meetings and presentations to promote the offering to brokers and large investors. 17 The issuer's managers speak at these presentations, and afterwards the bankers take "indications of interest" from prospective investors-conditional offers to buy a stated amount of shares at a stated price-using these indications of interest to gauge demand and ultimately price the offering.
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Among themselves, the members of the underwriting syndicate also enter into an "agreement among underwriters." The agreement among underwriters establishes each syndicate member's proportionate liability, usually tied to the member's percentage participation in the offering, and appoints the managing underwriter as syndicate manager. Each syndicate member is given control over a limited allotment, known as the member's "retention," with the rest of the offering, the "pot," under the discretionary 15 In this way, firm commitment underwritings allocate market risk to the underwriter. As a holder of the issuer's securities, the underwriter bears the risk that the shares will not sell quickly, or worse, that they will not sell at all. If the shares cannot be sold, the underwriter bears the losses. Moreover, if the shares do sell, but slowly, the underwriter will suffer losses as its cost of capital and opportunity costs increase. As a prominent underwriter once explained:
[I]f underwriting firms simply took up the securities committed for under their underwriting contract and then were unable to resell them to the investing public, it would not take long for underwriting capital to be fairly locked up in unsold commitments. The consequent effect on markets could and, no doubt, would be disturbing; since until undigested issues held by underwriters could be liquidated new transactions could not be properly underwritten, and the whole new-issue machinery supplied by investment bankers would be definitely stalled. control of the syndicate manager. The manager may use the pot to increase a member's allotment or to direct allocations to specific institutions or other significant investors. 19 In a firm commitment offering, the sellers are compensated for their efforts through the "gross spread"-the difference between the price at which they purchase the issuer's securities and the price at which they resell those securities to the public. In recent years, the gross spread for large offerings has hovered around seven percent of the total proceeds from the offering. 20 The gross spread is typically allocated as follows: 20-25% to the managing underwriter, 20% to the underwriting syndicate, with the remainder going to participating dealers as a selling commission.
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B. Legal Regulation of the Offering Process
Public offerings of securities are governed by the Securities Act of 1933 (the "Securities Act"), which primarily regulates the timing of selling activities and the disclosures made in promotional documents. 22 The disclosure regulations are organized around the creation of an offering prospectus that complies with the substantive provisions of the Securities Act. 23 The prospectus must be filed with and approved by the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC") before any sales can take place. 24 This filing, which consists essentially of a preliminary version of the prospectus and a few additional pages, is referred to as the "registration statement."
The Securities Act regulates the timing of selling activities by dividing the offering into three periods around the filing and ultimate approval or "effectiveness" of 19 See Stewart, supra note 15. the registration statement. In the first period, prior to the filing of the registration statement, offers and sales of the security, both oral and written, are prohibited. The underwriting syndicate is typically formed during this period, with the managing underwriter working with the issuer to craft the registration statement. In the second period, between filing and effectiveness, offers to sell the security are permitted, but because sales are still forbidden, no offer to buy can be accepted. 25 The road show, referred to above, in which the offering is promoted and indications of interest are taken, occurs during this period. Finally, once the registration statement is declared effective by the SEC, sales of the security can occur.
The predominance of the fixed price offering is not a function of this legal and regulatory structure. The Securities Act contains no provision requiring that securities be sold at a single fixed price. Although it does require disclosure of the price at which the securities will be sold to the public and whether any buyer other than the members of the selling group will receive a different price, the Securities Act would not prevent price discrimination as long as it was fully disclosed. 26 The registration statement could provide, for example, that sales of the security in lots of 1000 would made at one price, lots of 10,000 at another (presumably lower) price, and lots of 100,000 at another, and so on. Alternately, the registration statement could provide that specified investors, perhaps favored clients of the underwriter, would receive shares in the offering at a discount to the price at which the shares were offered to the general public. This point bears repeating: neither the Securities Act nor the SEC prohibits price discrimination in IPOs.
Nevertheless, although the SEC is the primary regulator of securities markets in the United States, it has delegated some of its authority to a network of self-regulatory organizations. These include "national securities exchanges," such as the New York Stock Exchange, and "national securities associations," of which there is only one, the National Association of Securities Dealers (the "NASD"). 27 The NASD, in particular, has a significant role in regulating IPOs since they do not take place over exchanges but rather through the intermediary role of investment banks and brokerage firms, all of which belong to the NASD. And the NASD, unlike the SEC, has adopted rules that regulate the substance of IPO pricing.
Rule 2740 of the NASD Rules of Fair Practice, referred to as the "antidiscounting" rule, 28 prohibits the granting of discounts from the public offering price "except as consideration for services rendered in distribution" and only for "a broker or 25 See Securities Act § 5(c), 15 U.S.C. § 77e(c) (prohibiting offers prior to filing); Securities Act § 5(a), 15 U.S.C. § 77e(a) (prohibiting sales prior to effectiveness). 26 Securities Act, Schedule A (requiring disclosure of "the price at which it is proposed that the security shall be offered to the public or the method by which such price is computed and any variation therefrom at which any portion of such security is proposed to be offered to any persons or classes of persons, other than the underwriters, naming them or specifying the class"). 27 See Securities Exchange Act § § 6 and 15A (delegating to exchanges and securities associations, respectively, regulatory authority over their members). 28 dealer actually engaged in the investment banking or securities business." 29 The result of this rule is that securities may be sold for less than the offering price (1) only to members of the selling group and even then (2) only to compensate them for services rendered in connection with the offering. Offering a portion of the gross spread to a member of the selling group, in other words, does not violate the rule, but offering a discount to any other buyer does.
Although it would seem to require that all shares in an offering be sold at a single fixed price, even the NASD's anti-discounting rule does not prohibit price discrimination. Rule 2740 applies only to distributions designated as "fixed price offerings."
30 Because the determination of whether to offer IPO shares at one price or several is made by the issuer in consultation with the managing underwriter, the rule in fact prevents discounting only once the parties have agreed to treat the distribution as a fixed price offering. They could just as easily decide not to make a fixed price offering. The anti-discounting rule, in other words, is not an anti-price discrimination rule. An issuer and its underwriting syndicate could, consistent with the rule, decide to in open price discrimination. Yet none do.
C. Historical Context of the Fixed Price Offering
Some historical context may help explain the persistence of the fixed price offering in spite of a legal regime that does not mandate it. The history begins with the stock market crash of 1929 and the ensuing economic crisis. President Franklin Roosevelt took office in 1933 thanks to a campaign promising economic reform and a "New Deal" to end the depression. The Securities Act, discussed above, is one example of New Deal legislation. The National Industrial Recovery Act, signed into law soon after the Securities Act, is another. 31 The broad objective of the National Industrial Recovery Act was to rehabilitate the economy through the adoption of trade and industry codes designed to promote cooperation and protect association members from competition. 32 The investment 29 NASD Rules of Fair Practice §2740. 30 The term is defined to include U.S. offerings made "at a stated public offering price or prices," whether or not registered under the Securities Act. NASD Rules of Fair Practice §120(h). 31 Other governmental interventions in the banking and securities industry during the New Deal included, in addition to the Securities Act, the Exchange Act, and National Industrial Recovery Act, the Banking Act of 1933 (the "Glass-Steagall Act" separating commercial and investment banking), the Trust banking community seized the opportunity. 33 Long interested in protecting underwritten offerings from the tactics of distributors who were willing to sell shares at a discount from the syndicate's agreed upon price, 34 the industry aimed to eliminate this form of competition through the adoption of the Code of Fair Competition for the Investment Bankers Association of America (the "Investment Bankers Code"). 35 The stated objective of the Investment Bankers Code, like the other National Industrial Recovery Act codes, was to promote economic recovery by "eliminat[ing] unfair competitive practices." 36 The real aim, however, was to protect established underwriters from discounting. 37 Towards this end, it contained a blunt prohibition, declaring that "[n]o participant in a selling syndicate or member of a selling group shall… offer the securities being distributed by such syndicate or group at any price below [the] public offering price."
38 When the National Industrial Recovery Act was 33 The investment banking industry's trade association had been in existence before the First World War. Indeed, the preference for cooperation over competition within investment banking is as old as the industry itself. According to a comprehensive history of the banking industry: Before taking a loan [continental European investment bankers of the post-Napoleonic era] made tentative contracts with smaller houses which planned to act as middlemen…. While competition was very limited on the top level, keen competition for a share in new issues of securities by a second layer of middlemen and by capitalists enabled one concern or an alliance of several originating houses… to conclude very large deals in competition or potential competition with few others. To be sure, since the 1790's exclusion of competition had been aimed at by powerful English loan contractors also. to consistently maintain the principle of no discrimination between investors by putting all investment bankers on a level with private investors when they purchase securities solely for investment and not for distribution. It proceeds on the theory that an investment banker is entitled to a lower price than that available to the public only when that investment banker actively participates in the distribution to others of the securities in question. voided on constitutional grounds, 39 the investment banking industry simply reorganized and re-issued the prohibition. The Investment Bankers Association of America became the Investment Bankers Conference and then, in 1938, the NASD, the primary regulator (under SEC supervision) of the securities industry. 40 The NASD immediately adopted anti-discounting rules, in essentially the same form as they had existed under the Investment Bankers Code. 41 As a result, investment banks were subject to a broad rule prohibiting any form of discounting. But the real target of the rules was the institutional investor.
The role of financial institutions-banks, mutual and pension funds, and insurance companies-as equity investors has steadily increased over the last century. 42 Studies now report that institutional investors purchase 70-85% of the shares offered in IPOs. 43 From the underwriters' perspective, institutions are highly desirable buyers because institutional investors can buy large quantities of shares, quickly spreading the risk of a firm commitment offering. They are also repeat players in the new issue market, providing underwriters with a reliable buyer in various market climates. describing this period) . The Act made the NASD, subject to SEC approval, the primary regulator of the securities industry. 41 See In re Application by National Association Of Securities Dealers, Inc. for Registration as a National Securities Association, Exchange Act Release 2211, 1939 SEC LEXIS 659; 5 S.E.C. 627 (Aug. 7, 1939). The Exchange Act still retains the provision of the Maloney Act granting express authority to national securities associations to make rules preventing members from distributing securities to a non-member except on the same terms and conditions under which the securities would be offered to the public. See Exchange Act §15A(e)(1), 15 U.S.C. §78o-3(e)(1). 42 Because of these attributes, institutional investors also have significant bargaining power in public offerings. Not surprisingly, institutions have sought to use this bargaining power to win discounts from the public offering price. By the 1960s, a standard set of discounting techniques had emerged that sellers could use to bestow benefits upon institutional buyers. These included "overtrades,"
44 "soft dollar arrangements," 45 and tying arrangements used to "recapture" the sellers' discount.
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By the mid-1970s, these forms of discounting had become so common that a U.S. District Court held that it was a breach of fiduciary duty for an institutional investor's directors not to have received some form of discount from the sellers. In Paplinsky v. Berndt the court rejected the fund managers' defense that recapture and other forms of discounting were illegal, holding that without a clear NASD rule to the contrary, recapture was legally permissible and, therefore, that failing to negotiate for it was a potential breach of fiduciary duty. 47 In an effort to show that there was indeed a clear rule to the contrary, the fund managers wrote to the NASD for a formal opinion. When the NASD replied that it did indeed interpret its existing rules to prohibit recapture, the SEC intervened, declaring that it considered this interpretation a change in NASD rules and invoking its authority under the Exchange Act to approve NASD rule changes. 48 The result of the rule-making process that followed was a clarification of the anti-discounting principle that the NASD had sought to implement from the moribund Investment Bankers Code. The NASD rules were revised to expressly forbid overtrades as well as soft dollar and recapture arrangements.
anti-discounting rules show a protectionist trade association acting to preserve its bargaining power vis-à-vis its most serious potential adversary, the institutional investor. The bargaining power of an institutional investor may be strong enough to force an individual dealer to share its selling discount with the institution, lest the institution find another securities firm that is willing to do so. Against the syndicate as a whole, however, the bargaining power of the institutional investor is constrained. By adopting rules to force all syndicate members to act as a cohesive group, any institutional investor may be faced with a take-it-or-leave-it price and, lest the investment opportunity be offered to a competing institution, feel pressured to take it. The NASD rules, in other words, effectively implement a collective bargaining arrangement, forcing institutional buyers to bargain with the underwriting syndicate as a whole, effectively muting the bargaining power of the institutional investor.
But again, the anti-discounting rules only apply to IPOs designated as fixed price offerings. As described above, the sellers could choose to engage in a discriminatory offering and, as long as the different prices were fully disclosed in the offering documents, proceed in compliance with all securities laws and regulations. Still, none do. All shares in a given IPO are sold at a single fixed price.
The apparent lack of price discrimination, however, may mask a deeper level at which a form of implicit price discrimination is at work. Institutions and individuals pay the same price for the shares they receive in an IPO, but the shares they receive are not exactly the same. Instead, individuals' allocations of IPO shares tend to be burdened by resale restrictions imposed on them by the underwriter, while shares received by institutions are not. This form of implicit price discrimination is explored in the next section.
III. Bargaining Power and Implicit Price Discrimination
A securities offering reflects a bargain between issuer, underwriter, and investor. In the bargain, the underwriter retains discretion over the allocation of shares. Because underwriters control IPO allocations, they can use share allocations to create benefits for themselves. The preferential allocation, or "spinning," 50 of IPO shares has recently been used by underwriters to stimulate brokerage business, 51 generate political favors, 52 and induce concessions on offering price. 53 Preferential allocations can also be used to appeal to institutional investors.
Underwriters prefer institutional investors for the institutions' ability quickly to relieve underwriters of the risk of the offering and for the fact that institutions can be counted upon as repeat players in the new issues market. 54 As a result of their preferred status, institutional investors are in a position to demand a concession in the bargain. This concession, financial economists have argued, is the underpricing of new issues. 55 As noted above, IPO shares sold in the primary market are frequently sold at a large discount from (and therefore "underpriced" relative to) the price at which they will immediately trade in the secondary market. 56 Underpriced shares, obviously, are a prized investment opportunity, and it is not surprising that institutional investors, given their importance in the primary market, receive preferential treatment from underwriters making IPO allocations. 57 But the concession offered to institutional investors is in fact more than just preferential allocations of underpriced shares. Institutional investors also receive IPO shares that are unburdened by the resale restrictions imposed on other buyers.
Underwriters typically impose resale restrictions on IPO shares to prevent buyers from selling, or "flipping" their shares in the immediate aftermarket and thereby exerting downward pressure on price. By constraining liquidity in the immediate aftermarket, the underwriter ensures that the offering price will hold at least until the distribution is complete. However, these anti-flipping restrictions are not imposed equally on all shares or investor classes. Instead, institutional investors' allocations are frequently unburdened by these restrictions, while individual allocations are, preventing resale for a period of up to six months following the offering. 58 This asymmetrical imposition of resale restrictions is plainly intended to induce the goodwill of institutional investors who, as a result, are guaranteed the opportunity either to liquidate a losing investment or to realize gains immediately. Similarly, when the underwriter engages in spinning, these allocations, whether to individuals or institutions, are unburdened by anti-flipping restrictions. 59 As a result, favored individuals receive shares that they can sell immediately, while the rest receive shares with resale restrictions.
This allocation procedure, quite simply, is a form of price discrimination. 60 Although all buyers purchase shares at the same price, shares that are burdened by resale restrictions are worth less than shares that are not. Institutions and a few favored individuals therefore receive more for their money than most individual investors. In other words, disfavored individuals effectively pay more for their IPO allocations than institutional investors. This is precisely the form of price discrimination that was hypothesized above to maximize returns for the seller, here the underwriter.
Price discrimination, in other words, does occur in the new issues market. When an underwriter allocates shares at the same price, some of which are burdened with resale restrictions and some of which are not, it is engaging in price discrimination. The difference between this form of price discrimination and that described above is that it is implicit rather than explicit discrimination. The pricing differences take the form of sub rosa trades rather than different allotments sold for different prices. The key to recognizing this form of price discrimination lies in understanding the control that the underwriter exerts over the offering process. Underwriters can maximize their returns by underpricing offerings and selectively granting allocations unburdened by resale restrictions.
the underwriter controls it and, therefore, enjoys the benefits. If price discrimination were made explicit, however, the benefits would redound to the issuer.
Explicit price discrimination would be achieved by pricing each IPO allocation at the price each buyer was willing to pay. Because individuals have shown themselves willing to pay more than institutions, this presumably would mean charging a higher price for shares sold to individuals rather than institutions. 61 Increasing share price would result in increasing the offering proceeds, which would plainly benefit the issuer. Meanwhile, institutional investors, the current beneficiaries of underpricing and relaxed anti-flipping restrictions, may be no worse or better off. Underwriters, however, stand to be made worse off.
Explicit price discrimination-charging different prices to different classes of buyers-would eliminate the benefits derived from the underwriter's ability to control allocation decisions. If each allotment was priced differently, all buyers would effectively pay for what they received, eliminating the ability of underwriters to bestow the benefit of underpriced shares. Because the ability to bestow such benefits to favored investors is the basis of the underwriter's ability to profit from implicit price discrimination, explicit price discrimination would effectively cut the underwriter out of the loop. Open price discrimination, in other words, would redistribute the marginal benefit of controlling allocations-that is, the value of consumers' surplus in IPOs-from underwriters to issuers. It would not, therefore, be surprising if underwriters opposed it.
If underwriters viewed the capture of consumers' surplus as an important component of their overall compensation in an offering, of course, they could simply insist on increasing their compensation-the spread-in the underwriting arrangement. It is here that the story becomes one of market failure. Underwriting is effectively a cartel business-hence the term "syndicate." Because they control the threshold to the capital markets, underwriters have more bargaining power in the offering process than any other participant. Moreover, by acting as a cohesive unit, underwriters have managed to protect their commissions from the bargaining power of individual investors through the enactment of the anti-discounting rules. Underwriters have also used their market power to effectively fix the gross spread of large public offerings and to stymie innovation in the offering process. 62 It would therefore not be surprising if this cartel used their bargaining power to prevent issuers from engaging in explicit price discrimination, thereby ensuring that the underwriters' total compensation remains hidden. The loser in this bargain is the issuer and, of course, the transparency and efficiency of the primary market. This chapter has investigated the mysterious persistence of the fixed price offering in the United States. After describing the general economic theory and developing a basic model of price discrimination, it investigated the actual operation of the IPO market, where explicit price discrimination is conspicuously absent. It then argued that the absence of explicit price discrimination is not the result of a legal mandate but rather is the result of the market power of the underwriter, which has used its control of the offering process to discourage explicit price discrimination while maximizing its returns through implicit price discrimination.
